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Developing a Family Gentered Ministry

Can you fil l in the blanks?

" ln the (1) b
f

for the Chdstian (2) h_, the church is on the (3)
. Repeatedly, one of the first to discover a family (4)

n
b

and therefore required to (5) r
to (7) m

leaders have isdoing (B) f
ways that are (1 1 ) t

and enriching."

, the church has a special (6)
to the home. The ultimate choice church

ministry by (9) d or in (10)
, relevant, practical, (12)p

UU ith the people next to you, discuss the
following questions:

L
1 .

2 .

3 .

4.

5.

Why is (l) above a meaningful word for describing today's
Christian home?

How is it that the church is on the (3) above?

Should the church really be "required" to (5) above?

What meaning do you draw from the word used in (6)
above?

How does it happen that family ministry in your
congregation is done bV (9) above?

f 
" 

three words, what are you really hoping to
learn from this presentation?
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Ouotes Get
Us Thinking

This period in history has witnessed an unprecedented decline of the family as a social institution.
Families have lost functions, social power, and authority over their members. They have grown
smaller in size, less stable, and shorter in life span. People have become less willing to invest
time, money, and energy in family life, turning instead to investments in themselves. Moreover,
there has been a weakening of child-centeredness in American society and culture. Familism as
a cultural value has diminished. The past few decades have witnessed, for the first time in
American history, the rise of adult only communities, the massive voting down of local funds for
education, and a growth in the attitude of 'no children allowed.' Both in the political process and
in the marketplace, children's and family issues have been ignored.

David Popenoe (1993), Professor of Sociologt, Rutgers University

It is now possible for a child to have five parents at birth: a sperrn donor, an egg donor, the
woman providing the womb for gestation, the man expecting to raise the child, and the woman
expecting to raise the child. When one considers the added parental possibilities that emerge
through divorce, remarriage, step-parenting, foster care, and other guardianship arrangements, we
discover that family trees increasingly resemble inextricably intertwined vines of ivy.

Graham Spanier, Professor of Human Developrnent, Oregon State UniversiQ

SOCIETY IS CHANGING. The way people work, play, where they live, and how they relate to
others has changed. People today provide services instead of make goods. The traditional ways
of determining our identity and of associating with others have changed.

FAMILY STRUCTURE IS CHANGING. The increasing number of single parent homes is
staggering. Couples are waiting longer to marry (if they marry at all) and to have children (fewer
per family unit than ever before).

FAMILIES ARE ISOLATED. More than ever before, families are isolated from their kin--
robbed of what in the past was a natural support system. Families are isolated from neighboring
families. Meaningful social contact with the community is in decline. The "family-turned-in-on-
itself is becoming the norrn.

FAMILIES ARE MOBILE. We are a mobile society. Few things disturb family more than a
major move, especially if moves occur at frequent intervals. Security and stability of familiar
surroundings and comfortable relationships are lost when moves occur. Adjusting to the new
environment can be difficult.
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FAMILY MEMBERS ARE INSECURE. Roles within the family are less defined than they were
only a generation ago. This breeds insecurity about who we are and what we are supposed to be
doing. Insecurities about marriage expectations, priorities, the econoffiy, and the future leave
today's families unsettled.

PEOPLE ARE LONELY. Today, perhaps more than any other time in history, people are
striving for intimacy and quality relationships. The quest for intimacy, often unrealistically
viewed, may cause more breakups and leave people lonely.

SOCIETY IS MORE SECULAR. The shift away from a spiritual orientation to life is obvious.
Christian families are not immune to this shift to secularism and materialism. The difference
between Christian and non-Christian families is becoming less obvious.

FAMILIES ARE ILL-EQUIPPED. Modern living has produced great stress in the family. The
family's ability to cope and adapt lags behind. Dealing effectively with anger, conflict,
frustration, and loneliness are very hard. Relationships in the modern world are incredibly
complex."

Royce Money, Professor of Family Life Ministty, Abilene Christian UniversiQ

The thing that impresses me most about America is the way parents obey their children.
Edward, Duke of Windsor

Ours is the only era in the entire history of human life on this planet in which the "elders" of the
tribe ask its newer members what the tribal rules and standards of expected behavior would be.

Paul Ramsey, Ethicist, Princeton UniversiQ

More often than not, children are learning major value systems in life from the horizontal peer
culture. The vertical structure is not there in adequate increments of time or intensity to do the
job. Gordon MacDonald, "The Effective Father"

The culture of the electronic media prescribes perpetual adolescence and consumption as
developmental ideals. lndeed, perpetual adolescence and consumption constitute the twin-
pronged gospel of these media. Quentin Schultze, "Dancing in the
Dark"

Never forget that the children of over-committed, harassed, exhausted parents are sitting ducks
for the con men of our time. James Dobson, "Children at Risk"

The inattention to children by our society poses a greater threat to our safety, harmony, and
productivify than any external enemy. Marian Wright Edelman, Children's Defense Fund
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Nine specific changes have taken place during the past generation which have increasingly
separated children and youth from the world of adults, especially the adults in their own families:

l) fathers' vocational choices which remove them from the home for lengthy periods of time
2) an increase in the number of working mothers
3) a critical escalation in the divorce rate
4) a rapid increase in single-parent families
5) a steady decline in the extended family
6) the evolution of the physical environment of the home (family rooms, play rooms, master

bedrooms)
7) the replacement of adults by the peer group
8) the isolation of children from the work world
9) the insulation of schools from the rest of society

Urie Brodenbrenner, Cornell University

I am convinced that the very foundations upon which we engage in Christian education are
shaking. And while a host of builders attempt with varying degrees of success to shore them up,
there is a dearth of architects engaged in designing new structures. The church's educational
problem rests not in its educational program, but in the paradigm or model which undergirds its
educational ministry-the agreed upon frame of reference which guides its educational efforts.

John Westerhoff, "Will Our Children Have Faith? "

To me it seems clear that our sociefy is seriously malfunctioning in its role of preparing children
for adulthood. The upheaval and disarray we are seeing in child-rearing pattems are
unprecedented in modem times. Vance Packord, "Our Endangered Children"

America's families and their children are in trouble, trouble so deep and pervasive as to threaten
the future of our nation. The source of trouble is nothing less than a national neglect of children
by those primarily engaged in their care-America's parents.

White House Conference on the Family

My husband and I are either going to buy a dog or have a child. We can't decide whether to ruin
our carpets or our lives.

The mounting evidence of the harm done to children
society has now become virtually unchallengeable.

Rita Rudner, "Chicogo Tribune Magazine"

If the institutions of our society continue to remove parents, other adults, and older youth from
active participation in the lives of children, and if the resulting vacuum is filled by the age-
segregated peer group, we can anticipate increased alienation, indifference, antagonism and
violence on the part of the younger generation in all segments of our society.

Urie Bronfenbrenner, "The Two Worlds of Childhood"

by divorce and unwed parenthood in our

David Blankenthorn, "Rebuilding the Nest
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Facts Tell lt All
Statistics amply support the contention that the family is in
decline. Here a just a few of the cold, hard facts:

The "nuclear family" with mom and dad living together at home with their children, comprised 60
percent of families in the United States in 1955. Today only seven percent of families fit that pattern.

Today, out of every 100 children born, twelve are born out of wedlock, forty-one are born to parents
who divorce before the child is age 18, five are born to parents who separate, two will experience the
death of a parent before they reach age 18, leaving only 4l children who will reach age 18 without
such incidents.

In 1940, there was only one divorce for every six couples married. Today, the rate is one divorce for
every two marriages.

31.7 percent of all adults in the United States are either children of divorced parents or are themselves
divorced. If the current divorce rate continues into the future, 50 percent of the population will be so
affected, and 50 percent of the children in the United States will come from divorced families.

Half of all divorced fathers have not seen their children for over a year.

l2 percent or 7.5 million young people, are considered to have mental disorders traceable to family
breakdown.

In 1960, 150,000 children were enrolled in child care. In 1990 that number jumped to 2 million.

A study done by The Department of Health and Human Services' Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta, uncovered the significant factors that determine the age of first sexual contact. The study
found that in addition to poor educational background of the mother and lack of religious affiliation,
lack of family stability was a key factor in the increased probability of adolescents engaging in sexual
intercourse.

A 1990 national poll revealed that one out of every four teens contemplated suicide, eight percent
actually attempted it, and 16 percent of teens polled said they had made a specific suicide plan.

Since 1950, American suicide rates per capita have quadrupled.

Most law enforcement officers working with juveniles report that the largest percentage of repeat
offenders come from troubled homes.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 32oh of all births today are to unmarried women, up from just
5 .3% in  1960.

1,000,000 children are new to divorce every year.

Nonmarital births constitute one out of everv three births and over four in ten children live awav from
a least one natural parent.
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"A ltouse is built of logs and stones, of tiles and posts and tiers;
s home is built of loving deeds that last a thousand yenrs."

"A Christian home is earth's sweetest picture of heaven."

"f n a family, each lives for the other, And all live for God."

uA home is the place where, when you go there,
they have to take you in."

"Family is an institution where strife is shut out snd love shut irt.
ll/here small sre great, and great sre smsll."

"Home is the father's kingdom, the mother's world,
the child's paradise."

"Home is where we grumble the most and are treated the best."

Ben DeJong, "t-lncle Ben's Quotebook"

The American family is in rough shape. The hard facts, the views of numerous experts in a
variefy of family related fields, and a host of personal experiences all point to the family's decline
and loss of status in our society. The American family today, though gasping and spitting, is still
alive thanks to God's abundant grace and mercy. Every day, we should thank God for allowing
the family to continue, because it represents the best context in which individuals may learn
about, experience, and ultimately understand the meaning and purpose of life. The Wisconsin
Evangelical Lutheran Synod's Model for Family Ministry provides twelve very uplifting reasons
for why, under God, the family has hope:

o The family is ordained by God. (Genesis 2:24)

The family is the best context in which to understand ones sexuality, and
marriage is the only place where God permits sexual intimacy. (Genesis I:27-28)

o God places people on the earth through family. (Genesis I7:16)

a 0

. By God's design the family is the principal protector, provider, and nurturer.
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(l Timothy 5:B)

The family is the place of God's earl iest presentation of the Word. In the home
individuals are first made accountable and learn the meaning of justice,
injustice, and grace. (Psalm 78:5, Deuteronomy I I:lB-20)

The family is the basic unit of worsh ip. (Exodus 3: I5)

The family is the primary place of socialization. (Genesis 2: I Ba)

The family provides for intergenerational evangelism. God first directed the
sharing of his gospel through family. (Joshua 22:26-28)

The family is the best place to discover and to encourage the use of God's gifts.
(2 Timothy I:5-6)

God established the parameters of family roles and blesses families as they live
out those roles. (Ephesians 5:21-6:4)

The family is one of God's metaphors for his kingdom (Father, Son, heirs, sons
and daughters, children, etc.) (I John 3: I)

The family is God's design for modeling commitment, love, and intimacy.
(Hebrews l l: l l-12, I7-19; Ephesians 5:l-2; Matthew I9:6)

We Are the Families
REFRAIN
We are the families that God created,
Al le lu ia s ing.
We, by his love, are al l  related.
Praise the Lord our King.

1. Serve him with gladness at work and at play;
Serve the Lord God ev'ry day. REFRATN

2. Brothers and sisters and husbands and wives;
Serve him throughout your lives. REFRAIN

3. We are God's chi ldren, both old and young,
Together in Christ we are one. REFRAIN
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What Makes a
Family Strong?
Christian and secular authors, educators, psychologists,
and family therapists agree that strong, healthy families
do or have the following things:

o Practice g

Sp together

toe

oCo successfully with cr

t Promote v and mo

Establish clear me
bo

Are i , showingaf
for each other

Allow for the de of each
member

o Are ad and fl

Are co

t Have a sense of p

o Haveas focus
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Boredom Buster! Boredom Buster!
Match the cartoons below with their corresponding fomily strength characteristic. There is
only one right answer per cortoon. Characteristics: 1) Practice good communication 2) Spend
time together 3) Are committed to each other 4) Cope well with crisis 5) Promote values and moral
behavior 6) Have clear member roles 7) Are intimate 8) Altow for individual development 9) Are
adaptable and flexible l0) Have a sense of purpose and focus

l 0

*Unbelievablel I pump 14 tubes
of caulk into a 3-inch gap in the
siding and it's still notfilledup!"

JPH@.

Trshing with my sor .... I've becn lookirg
forward to this for a long long timet"

cUGE"ot^l

_()r fic)^

*IIt, tttis is yorrr ldoml To leave a
message, press l. To ttnnk me for
all I do foryoq press 2. To rnake a
big fitss over that wonderfrrl dinner
I cooked last nighg press 3...'

a^ook, Mom and DaA all I want is a little more indepcndence. Is that too much to askiF
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Bob trid in win to get through
thc tiving room without showing
his report card to his parcnts.

J

'Come on, Dadl Do you have
to do this with all my dates?"

l might'

-. ttFf_gi...
'Whcn I sai4 'Cret5rour reu endinhere't 5rcu

lnew rrcry urcll what I mcant, ]otmg manl"
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"If you're not doing family ministry, you're not doing
youth ministry." Group Publishing- I 995

"As the family goes, so goes the future of the church.
Religious life in the home is more influential than the
church." Peter Benson

o "The church's role is to be equippers of families.
What we ought to do is let the kids drop their parents off at church, train the parents, and then
send them back into their mission field--their home--to grow Christians." Dr. Roland
Martinson

"The greatest existing challenge for youth ministers today is to figure out how we can
develop faith-life in the home through our current youth ministry structures." Mark Holmen

"God's vision for the family is that it's the institution he ordained for nurturing the faith in
children. It is the ultimate small group. Somehow we lost that vision--we forgot how youth
ministry should relate to the home." Ben Freudenberg

"But just as gravity pulls objects toward the ground, whether we want it to or not, so families
have unparalleled influence on the development of their children's lives and character."
Mark DeVries

"At its heart, family-life ministry is related to the nature of the church, not merely to its work.
Family-life ministry is not a mere appendage to the church's organization. Like missions, it
must be integrated into the church's life." Charles Sell

"In short, family ministry is a total approach to families-an outlook. The essence of family
ministry is an attitude toward the family that must be integrated into every aspect of church life.
Family ministry involves a sfyle of servant leadership that is dedicated to making the church a
community of vibrant families. It emphasizes home-centered nurture and nurture found through
the church. Concern for individual families within the greater family of God is central to the
church's identify and mission. The church is more like a family than anything else."
Royce Money

Biological Family-zrose vve are related to because of common btood or
through the marriage of one of our blood relatives. This includes the nuclear or
immediate family and the greater or extended family: grandparents, cous,hs, aunts,
uncles, and in-laws.

FUnCtiOnal Family-rnose nof biotogicatty retated to us that function as a
family. Adopted children, foster children, "unofficially" adopted people who take the
place of our natural kin when we are separated from them.
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. "Although peers sometimes do exercise more control
over an adolescent's choice of dress, music,
entertainment, etc., only when parents are extremely
negligent do peers exercise more control over the teen's
choice of beliefs and relational styles than the parents
do. In the vast majority of cases, parents remain the
single most important influence in the development of
an adolescent's personality." Peter Benson

"Because of the extensive exposure parents have to their own children, they leave an indelible
impression that radically affects how receptive their children will be to the gospel. There is
overwhelming evidence that parents are, almost always, the single most significant
determining factor in the development of their children." Mark DeVries

"Traditional youth ministers work themselves to the bone to hold their ministries
together...while at the same time ignoring the most powerful resource they have--teenagers'
parents. Youth ministers and churches can no longer continue to view parents as neutral
factors in their ministry to [youthf ." Mark DeVries

"In all the studies we've accumulated over the years regarding what influences teens, parents
continue to be the most influential shapers of a person's life--either positively or negatively,
I'm not sure we've responded in our structure and programming to embrace that concept."
Ben Freudenburg

"Parents, simply by the way they raise their children, will either empower our ministries or
sabotage them. Parents play a role second only to that of the Holy Spirit in building the
spiritual foundation of their children." Mark DeVries

One Approach to
Making Parents Primary

l . As a congregation and leaders, determine what your vision for families and parents is. (What
do you want - according to God's Word - families and parents to look like and be?)

Find out how many parents you have and what kinds of families you have in your
congregation: single parent, two parent, blended families, etc. How many children are
represented by these families, and what are their age breakdowns: early childhood,
elementary, high school ages.

2 .
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Find out from all the parents themselves what they want for their children and their families.
In some w&y, do an assessment to uncover what core hopes, wishes, desires, and dreams they
have. Tabulate the data in an attractive and meaningful way.

Bring parents together to review and discuss the data gathered in the hopes, wishes, desires,
and dreams assessment. (Perhaps assemble all the parents of young children together, all the
parents of teens together, etc.) Allow them to share and synthesize the data in a way that is
most meaningful for them.

Present the congregation's/leadership's vision for families and parents and compare it to what
the parents themselves have synthesized. Affirm common themes (there should be several),
and openly discuss areas where what the parents want and what the church wants seem to be
at odds. Hold firm on the areas where God's Word does not allow for a difference of
opinion, but be open to new ways of looking at areas where Christian liberty is the guide.

Engage the parents in discussion about how they see the home and church working together
to reach the common goals. Identify directions and solicit the help of parents to work with
the church leadership in developing win, win outcomes.

t4

3 .

4.

5 .

6.

Steps that would cause us to ch tlris If we really did
this well, what
would it look
like?

If we really did
this poorly,
what would it
look like?

ISSUE: Parents
and church working
together toward
God-pleasing ends.

Steps tltat would couse us to reach this

Work together to achieve the good "steps" and to eliminate the bad ones.
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QUESTTON 1:
I Does the congregation see the need for improved parent involvement?
I
i

QUESTTON 2z
I Ir the congregation prbiaied tb O.somejtrihf about it?
+

QUESTTON 3:
I What is the commitment.,of various congregation le'lders toward improving

I the congregation's connection with parents?
t

QUESTTON 4z
I What type of minigtry to/with parents is anticipated?
I

*

QUESTTON 5:
I What parenting issues is the ministry de$'ign d'.tO aO.AibSSt
t

QUESTTON 6t
I What other servibes in the community or through other WELS agencies

I could be of help to parents?
t

QUESTION 7z
I What hUfiln oi'ilateiili,'iCsoUices will be needed to improve the ministry

I to/with parents?
Y

QUESTTON 8:
I What kinds of media will be used to pdblibite,Cnd' piombte what the

I congregation is doing for parents?
i

QUESTTON 9z
How will parOnts:llhdfi,5CiVd$l" Orir..i1i**iVdd in planning, running, and
improving the ministry being done?

15

I Vital Ouestions to Ask
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Fomily tvtinistry Is Not...
I A building or facility

A catalog of church or community programs
I Another appendage to a continually

growing church program
r A passing fad

I Just for nuclear families
I Merely a counseling service

Expensive

Fomily lvtinistry fs..,

A way to teach people about God
through the analogy of family
A way to practice what Jesus preached
about meeting human needs
A way people can learn to live their
lives in God-pleasing relation to others
A way to bring stability to the church
and community through the stability
that is brought to the family
A way to help families worship God
A way to help Christians build each
other up, encours5a, and support one another

I A way to reach out into the community with the Gospel

I

T
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Fomily ̂^inistry Chollenges us...

r To show the world the potential
of Christian family life through
teaching and example

I To recapture and live out the
family dynamic in our church
and school

O" the continuum below, put an '.X"to indicate
how your congregation rates when it comes to
family ministry.

Ir
I  No feel!

I  No o ig deal !
I  No t ime to do the unreal!

I To be the salt, leaven, and light
in a world that desperately needs
our influence


